
Accurate, Consistent Measurements
CARDIAC CENTRALIZATION

The Case for Cardiac Centralization in Clinical Trials

Your clinical trial integrity is a key asset, and cardiac centralization can play a pivotal role in 
enhancing this integrity. Leverage the advantages of cardiac centralization for your global trials with 
Covance support:

▶ Trained QT and ECG cardiac experts
▶ Accurate QT and ECG measurements, consistent across trial sites
▶ Regulatory compliance with all ICH E14 guidance using skilled experts and digital preferred 

technologies that include manual adjudication with approved methodologies

Hidden Costs of Decentralization

Avoid the misconception that decentralized services – using local readers for ECGs or QT 
measurements or using site machine automated findings – are inexpensive or even free. In fact, 
decentralization can be expensive, due to hidden costs and risks of non-experts interpreting cardiac 
safety studies. Often, clinical experts must still be hired at each site to perform readings. 

Published, peer-reviewed articles and government agencies have noted that the top reason for U.S. 
drug withdrawals and non-approvals over recent decades involves cardiac serious adverse events.* 

“QT Prolongation still remains both underdiagnosed and overdiagnosed. 
Nearly half of the patients seen at our institution for a second opinion 
of a previously rendered diagnosis of QT prolongation are departing 

without such a diagnosis.” – Johnson & Ackerman, 2009 

Regulatory Guidance    

Regulatory guidance from the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) E14 (2005 and 
2015) specify that all new drugs with systemic bioavailability be evaluated for QT liability with either 
a Thorough QT Study (TQT) or specific QT collection during Phase I trials for a potential TQT 
waiver. This guidance applies to drugs with new indications, new routes of administration or new 
dosing. The E14 guidance also notes a preference to “expert readers,” as from a core lab, as opposed 
to non-experts, regardless of clinical discipline. Make sure your practices are compliant.

Strategic Benefits

Realize the benefits of cardiac centralization services for your clinical trials around the world:

Assured Compliance – A core lab complies with the ICH E14 guidance for global 
harmonisation. This includes compliance in all cardiac safety requirements necessary to meet or 
exceed regulatory hurdles.

Accuracy – An expert, unbiased core lab can more accurately assess waveforms than local site 
staff, where there could be thousands of different readers and many different technologies.

* Tufts University, Medford, MA 

* Valentin, Jean-Pierre, QT Safety, British Journal of Pharmacology (2010)



Efficiency – Streamlined project management, site training and data management – plus 
improved study timelines, reduced site burden and faster query resolution – are all advantages of 
cardiac centralization.

Cleaner data – Reduce false positives and false negatives for better data integrity, with the 
ability to pre-specify endpoints and obtain event adjudication.

Better consistency – Reduce reader and site variability with approved methodologies that 
follow ICH-E14 regulatory guidance. Gain consistent, reproducible findings using a core lab.

Faster data lock – Speed database lock and submission of cardiac safety data under 
standardized algorithms across all sites. 

Faster recruitment – Using experts means faster recruitment in oncology populations 
where QT prolongation might be over-diagnosed.

Reduced risk – Centralization leads to a reduction in your overall risk, protecting subjects 
and sponsors.

Ensure accurate, consistent measurements for your local or global trials while following regulatory 
guidance with Covance cardiac centralization support.  

Cardiac Centralization. Global Trial Integrity.
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